The Accidental Rise of the Modern Yiddish Theater explores the particular social, commercial, cultural, linguistic, and historical circumstances that gave rise to the first public performances of Yiddish operetta in Romania and Russia from 1876 to 1883, a period considered the first chapter of the modern Yiddish theater. These performances kickstarted the global cultural phenomenon that became the modern Yiddish theater. Under what circumstances was this complex institution allowed to grow? And what accident of history—without which there may have been no Yiddish theater—lies at the intersection of all of these circumstances?
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**Also, please visit:**

*Oh Mama I’m in Love*, a YIVO Shine Online course: yivo.org/ohmama
*A Tale of Two Museums*, a YIVO online resource: ataleoftwomuseums.yivo.org

Please find and follow me on www.academia.edu and feel free to reach out.